Actuator 08
70mm Bore, 50mm Stroke

Actuator Position
H  Horizontal
V  Vertical

Arm Style
01  Short Arm
02  Long Arm
03  Extra Long Arm
04  Long Arm with Tapped Holes

22° APPROX CUSHIONED DECEL TRAVEL ALL ARM STYLES
2X M10 X 1.5 THRU LONG ARM WITH TAPS (ARM STYLE "04")
4X M12x1 TAP THRU FOR CUSTOMER SUPPLIED PROX SWITCH

UNIT S ARE MILLIMETERS (i.e. X.XXmm [X.XX"])

MAXIMUM IMPACT
500 LBS @30 F.P.M

OTHER CUSHIONS AVAILABLE FOR DIFFERENT WEIGHTS AND SPEEDS

LONG ARM SHOWN (ARM STYLE "02")
EXTRA LONG ARM (ARM STYLE "03")
SHORT ARM (ARM STYLE "01")

16 X M8x1.25 TAP 16.0

2X M10 X 1.5 THRULONG ARM WITH TAPS (ARM STYLE "04")
4X M12x1 TAP THRU FOR CUSTOMER SUPPLIED PROX SWITCH

PATENT #6,119,843
OTHER PATENTS PENDING

OTHER CUSHIONS AVAILABLE FOR DIFFERENT WEIGHTS AND SPEEDS
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